


Welcome to Week 2 of our 
Sea and Shore Explorers topic!

We hope that the children really enjoyed the first
week of their new topic. We have loved seeing all
of the fantastic learning that the children have done
at home and school. Thank you for all that you are
doing to support us. Please keep sending photos
and videos to our class email address, so that we
can write a feedback message to your child.
We hope that you have a wonderful week!

Our email address is zebras@bratton.wilts.sch.uk

Mrs Abi  Rich, Mrs Sam Midgley 
and Mrs Jemma Finney

mailto:zebras@bratton.wilts.sch.uk


How does Mrs Grinling try to stop the seagulls from eating Mr Grinling’s lunch?

This week we will be continuing our learning about ‘The Lighthouse Keeper’s Lunch’ by Rhonda and David Armitage. If 
you want your child to listen to the whole of the story again, or remind them of last week’s learning, our Week 1 guide is 
still on the school website.

First
Watch the video of Mrs Rich reading the part of the story where the things that Mrs Grinling does, to try to stop the 
seagulls eating Mr Grinling’s lunch, don’t work.  She will show you how to write about this.  
https://youtu.be/i0FyvatW8DY This lasts around 15 minutes.

Then
Use your soundmat to help you to write sentences about the different things that Mrs Grinling does to try to stop the 
lunch from being eaten by the seagulls.  Don’t write about her final sandwich plan, we’ll be thinking about that later this 
week!  On the next few pages there are some pictures to help you, a soundmat, Mrs Rich’s writing and some lighthouse 
paper to write on, if you have a printer.
This should take 30 minutes.  

Writing Session 1

Super Sentences Top Tips!
• Say the word and break it into sounds
• Finger spaces
• Joining tails
• Make your words smaller 
• Start every letter on the line

https://youtu.be/i0FyvatW8DY


What does she do? Why doesn’t this plan work?Plan 1



What does she do? Why doesn’t this plan work?Plan 2



Mrs Rich’s modelled writing from the video







What would Mr and Mrs Grinling say to show their feelings 
about the seagulls eating the lunches?

First
Watch the video of Mrs Rich showing you how to write speech bubbles for Mr and Mrs Grinling, 
to show how they are feeling about the lunches being eaten by the seagulls. 
https://youtu.be/txNc5CJzhWE This lasts around 15 minutes.

Then
Use your soundmat to help you to write speech bubbles for Mr and Mrs Grinling. There are 
speech bubbles to print on the next two pages, if you have a printer.  If not, ask an adult to draw 
some speech bubble shapes for you. Mrs Rich’s writing is on the page after that.  
This should take 30 minutes.  

Writing Session 2

Super Sentences Top Tips!
• Say the word and break it into sounds
• Finger spaces
• Joining tails
• Make your words smaller 
• Start every letter on the line

https://youtu.be/txNc5CJzhWE


________________
________________
________________
________________
_____________



___________________
___________________
___________________
___________________
_________________



Mrs Rich’s modelled writing from the video



What would Hamish and the seagulls say, to show their feelings?

First
Watch the video of Mrs Rich talking about the part of the story where Mr and Mrs Grinling try to scare 
the seagulls away from the delicious lunch, by putting Hamish the cat in the picnic basket and sending 
him down the wire!  She will show you how to write speech bubbles for Hamish and the seagulls, to 
show what they are feeling. https://youtu.be/7o4qBQCnfLk This lasts around 15 minutes. 

Then
Use your soundmat to help you to write speech bubbles for Hamish and the seagulls.  There are speech 
bubbles to print on the next two pages, if you have a printer.  If not, ask an adult to draw some speech 
bubble shapes for you. Mrs Rich’s writing is on the page after that.   This should take 30 minutes.  

Writing Session 3

Super Sentences Top Tips!
• Say the word and break it into sounds
• Finger spaces
• Joining tails
• Make your words smaller 
• Start every letter on the line

https://youtu.be/7o4qBQCnfLk


______________
______________
______________
______________

What would Hamish say, to show how he is feeling about being in the basket high up above the sea?



__________________
__________________
__________________
__________________

What would this seagull say, 
to show how he is feeling about eating the lunch?



Mrs Rich’s modelled writing from the video

Hamish Seagull



Mr Grinling gets his lunch!
First
Watch the video of Mrs Rich reading the end of the story, where Mrs Grinling’s final plan of 
mustard sandwiches works, and Mr Grinling finally gets his lunch! https://youtu.be/W4zTo-XWZ-g
This lasts around 10 minutes.

Then
Use your soundmat to help you to write sentences to explain what happens in the end of the story.  
There are pictures and questions to help you on the next page and Mrs Rich’s writing is on the 
page after that.  This should take 30 minutes.  

Writing Session 4

Super Sentences Top Tips!
• Say the word and break it into sounds
• Finger spaces
• Joining tails
• Make your words smaller 
• Start every letter on the line

https://youtu.be/W4zTo-XWZ-g


Some questions to help you 
with your writing.

What happens at the very 
end of the story?

How does Mr Grinling feel 
about that?

What do the seagulls 
think about the 

sandwiches?  
What do they do?

Who made these sandwiches? 
What is in them?



Mrs Rich’s modelled writing from the video



Disgusting Sandwiches!
First
Watch the video of Mrs Rich making a disgusting sandwich and writing about how she made it, 
including how to use bossy instruction words (also known as imperative verbs). 
https://youtu.be/PO3Fsx0PFvU

This lasts around 15 minutes.

Then
Use your soundmat to help you to write instructions about how to make your own disgusting 
sandwich for the seagulls.  There are pictures of ingredients that you wouldn’t want to eat, and 
words to help you, on the next page.  Mrs Rich’s writing from the video is on the page after 
that.  There is some sandwich paper to print, if you have a printer.
This should take 30 minutes. 

Writing Session 5

Super Sentences Top Tips!
• Say the word and break it into sounds
• Finger spaces
• Joining tails
• Make your words smaller 
• Start every letter on the line

https://youtu.be/PO3Fsx0PFvU


Some ingredients! Cooking words

slice

chop

squeeze

grate

WARNING! 
Don’t try to eat this sandwich!



Mrs Rich’s modelled writing from the video





Phonics

Activities
Please work through the sounds, words and sentences in our separate 
Phonics Week 2 document, which is on the school website. 
There are 5 sessions.  

• This week will be reading words with these sounds: oo, ar, or, ow

• We will be learning to read these tricky words: so, do, some, come, little



Spelling / Handwriting (15 minutes per session)

This week we will be learning how to write the tricky words that we learnt to read last week (he, she, 
we, me, be).  There are 5 sessions, with videos to watch in each session.  Join in with Mrs Rich, and then 
have a go at doing more on your own afterwards.   If you have a printer, there is some paper to print, to 
do this on.  If not, any paper / whiteboard is fine.  You can also use Letterjoin to practise your 
handwriting. The instructions for using this are later in this guide.

Session 1: Watch this video for ‘he’ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IcqF6gThoYU&t=56s
Then watch Mrs Rich’s video: https://youtu.be/MB-usKGtSGk

Session 2: Watch these videos for ‘she’ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h2N64swzhGQ and
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oSV6Gsz9obc
Then watch Mrs Rich’s video: https://youtu.be/0cSrUcDbJJo

Session 3: Watch this video for ‘we’ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KXBEb6CN9MY
Then watch Mrs Rich’s video: https://youtu.be/SFboL_ovEy4

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IcqF6gThoYU&t=56s
https://youtu.be/MB-usKGtSGk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h2N64swzhGQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oSV6Gsz9obc
https://youtu.be/0cSrUcDbJJo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KXBEb6CN9MY
https://youtu.be/SFboL_ovEy4


Spelling / Handwriting Continued…

15 minutes per session

Session 4: Watch this video for ‘me’ https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hCphZr-iwSk
Then watch Mrs Rich’s video: https://youtu.be/N9fjZFqAIXQ

Session 5: Watch these videos for ‘be 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iHQ_sW8KtBI and
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XiChA1YCx2k
Then watch Mrs Rich’s video: https://youtu.be/Cer5XJQJtS4

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hCphZr-iwSk
https://youtu.be/N9fjZFqAIXQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iHQ_sW8KtBI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XiChA1YCx2k
https://youtu.be/Cer5XJQJtS4












How to access Letterjoin at home



You can also learn all of these sounds and letters from this week by using the WOW FUN- Magic Words part 
of  www.letterjoin.co.uk.  Type the word or sound and pick a background.  The access instructions are on the 
next page.
For example:

Click here

Type the word or sound 
for your child here

http://www.letterjoin.co.uk/


Home Reading
Please go to https://www.oxfordowl.co.uk/for-school/oxford-owl-ebook-collection and select the following two books for your child to read this week from their 
stage.  If you haven’t done so already, please choose the book stage that is the next number up from the one that he or she was bringing home when school 
closed.  You can find the stage number on the books in your child’s bookbag, or you can email Mrs Rich to check at zebras@bratton.wilts.sch.uk.  If you find that 
the new level is too challenging, please return to the previous level, until he or she is more confident to have another go. It has been wonderful to receive videos of 
the children reading these eBooks, so please continue to send these to us at the Zebra email address.  

Stage 2: Alien Adventures; Nok can fix it
Stage 3: Stuck in the Mud;  A bag of Tricks
Stage 4: Tom, Dad and Colin; Dragon Danger
Stage 5: The Parachute; Milly’s New Toy
Stage 6: Zoom Out!; A Pony for a Day
Stage 7: Our Class Tiger; Bin Gobblins
Stage 8: Mini Marvels; Wild Wheels

As well as reading the texts, please use the following ideas to support discussions about what he or she has read:
• Talk about whether he or she likes or dislikes a text, explaining why.
• Stories: Ask your child to re-tell the story in sequence.
• Non-fiction: Ask your child to talk about the key facts that he or she can remember.

• There are also activities assigned to your child on www.readingeggs.co.uk
• There are also lots of great stories online, including CBeebies Stories. https://www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer/episodes/b00jdlm2/cbeebies-bedtime-stories

https://www.oxfordowl.co.uk/for-school/oxford-owl-ebook-collection
http://www.readingeggs.co.uk/
https://www.bbc.co.uk/iplayer/episodes/b00jdlm2/cbeebies-bedtime-stories


Maths Session 1 (20- 30 minutes)
Clever Counting! Counting in 2s

First
Join in with these songs: 
Counting in 2s up to 30 song https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hae10bsW_CM
and https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eTCcqQxT5Gk

Watch Numberjacks counting in 2s video https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JtjCZ9EP1cE. 
This lasts 15 minutes

Then: Active Maths: Count in 2s as you do the following:
• Put a ball between your feet and jump forwards, counting each time you land.

• Run from one end of a space to the other (hall, garden, part of a park or field etc.).  Touch the 
ground at each end.  Race with someone else and see who gets to 20 first.  

• Jump left and right.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hae10bsW_CM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eTCcqQxT5Gk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JtjCZ9EP1cE


Counting in 2s 

2   4   6   8   10   12   14   16   18   20   22   24   26  28  30



Maths Session 2 (20 minutes)
Clever Counting!  Counting in 5s

First
Join in with these songs:
Count by 5s https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cJ4jV14Oz5I
and https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5g8iu0SQJoY

Then
Watch the video of Mrs Rich reading ‘Leaping Lizards’.  This is a counting in 5s story. https://youtu.be/tFVmINnJHNc
She will also tell you about the starfish activity for you to try next. There are 2 challenge levels for this activity.  You 
will be working out the answer by counting in 5s. There is also a page with the counting in 5 numbers on it, to help 
you to write the numbers that you need for your answers.  If you know what your answer is, but don’t know how 
to write it, ask an adult to help you to find the number on that page. 

Your child may wish to spend further time working through the activities set individually for him or her on 
Mathletics: https://www.mathletics.com/uk/

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cJ4jV14Oz5I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5g8iu0SQJoY
https://youtu.be/tFVmINnJHNc
https://www.mathletics.com/uk/


Counting in 5s 

5   10   15   20   25   30   35   40   45   50



1 2

3

4

1.

2.

3.

4.

How many starfish rays (arms) 
can you see in each picture? 

Count in 5s to find out!

Challenge Level 1



1 2 3

4

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

5

Challenge Level 2

How many starfish 
rays (arms) can you 
see in each picture? 

Count in 5s
to find out!



Maths Session 3 (20 minutes)
Clever Counting! Counting in 5s

First
Join in with these songs:
Count by 5s https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cJ4jV14Oz5I
and https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5g8iu0SQJoY

Then
Watch the video of Mrs Rich talking about counting pentagons and counting in 5s. 
https://youtu.be/drmsjML2b1Q.  She will also tell you about the pentagon activity for you to try next. There are 2 
challenge levels to choose from. Remember that there is a page with the counting in 5 numbers on it,  to help you 
to write the numbers that you need for your answers.  If you know what your answer is, but don’t know how to 
write it, ask an adult to help you to find the number on that page. 

Your child may wish to spend further time working through the activities set individually for him or her on 
Mathletics: https://www.mathletics.com/uk/

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cJ4jV14Oz5I
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5g8iu0SQJoY
https://youtu.be/drmsjML2b1Q
https://www.mathletics.com/uk/


1 2

3 4

1.

2.

3.

4.

How many pentagon sides can 
you see in each group? 

Each pentagon has 5 sides, so
count in 5s to find out!

Challenge Level 1



1 2

3 4

1.

2.

3.

4.

How many pentagon sides can 
you see in each group? 

Each pentagon has 5 sides, so
count in 5s to find out!

Challenge Level 2



Maths Session 4 (20 minutes)
Clever Counting in 10s

First
Join in with this song: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wy52wpRzeG8

Then
Watch the video of Mrs Rich reading ‘Toasty Toes’.  This is a counting in 10s story. 
https://youtu.be/QsjyaKPbk2M.  She will then tell you about the crab legs activity for you to try 
next. There are 2 challenge levels to choose from. There is also a page with the counting in 10 
numbers on it,  to help you to write the numbers that you need for your answers.  If you know 
what your answer is, but don’t know how to write it, ask an adult to help you to find the number 
on that page. 

Your child may wish to spend further time working through the activities set individually for him or 
her on Mathletics: https://www.mathletics.com/uk/

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wy52wpRzeG8
https://youtu.be/QsjyaKPbk2M
https://www.mathletics.com/uk/


Counting in 10s 

10   20   30   40   50   60   70   80   90   100



1 2

3 4

1.

2.

3.

4.

How many crab legs can you 
see in each group of crabs? 

Count in 10s to find out!

Challenge Level 1



1 2

3 4

1.

2.

3.

4.

How many crab legs can you 
see in each group of crabs? 

Count in 10s to find out!

Challenge Level 2



Maths Session 5:  Subitising explanation notes for adults 

What does subitising mean?
Being able to instantly, and accurately, recognise familiar number patterns without counting.

How does subitising work?
Our visual memory is very powerful. This makes it easier for us to remember images than it does 
words or numbers. This is how we begin to subitise. By linking an image or visual representation of 
a number to the number itself, we're able to forge a lasting connection between the two.
This explains why we're able to link the image of 6 dots on a dice to the number 6 without 
counting.

Why is be able to subitise useful?
Simply, it can make working out maths problems a lot faster. If your brain is already able to 
recognise certain groups of numbers easily, then you'll have more time to focus on other aspects 
of the problem. We also subitise in our everyday lives. For example, you might be subitising 
without realising when you pick out three 20p coins to pay for something that costs 60p.



Maths Session 5 (20 minutes)
Counting without counting!

First
Join in with this song: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PSlA-u_ABmU

Next
Play the counting cars without counting game with Mrs Rich on her video. 
https://youtu.be/Zz29mXgX9cU

Then
Play these subitising games:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t8U_zZ-rW1E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JzuO6CfNWNE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1L8bIDeW5co

Please spend the rest of the session working through an activity set for you on Mathletics: 
https://www.mathletics.com/uk/

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PSlA-u_ABmU
https://youtu.be/Zz29mXgX9cU
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t8U_zZ-rW1E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JzuO6CfNWNE
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1L8bIDeW5co
https://www.mathletics.com/uk/


Understanding the World: Shadows 

Have you noticed that we are getting lots more shadows, now that it is such

lovely sunny weather? We get shadows when light is blocked by something. In

this picture, the palm tree is blocking the light, so we see a shadow in the

shape of the palm tree. Listen to this shadow story, ‘The day I met my shadow’

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8L52xSUtJNg.

Then go on a shadow hunt outside. Take some photos of your favourite

shadows, or put a piece of paper on the shadow and draw round it.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8L52xSUtJNg


Making Shadows

Watch this video about how to make animal shadows by using your 

hands https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t8YZ8QKwBzY.

Can you make shadows outside on a sunny day, using your hands, or 

by holding objects?  

Can you use your hands to create an animal shadow story?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=t8YZ8QKwBzY


Changing Shadows
Have you ever noticed that shadows outside change?  Sometimes they 
are long, sometimes they are short.  The direction that they are pointing 
in changes too.  This is all because of where the sun appears is in the sky, 
as Earth turns round and round.

In the morning, the Sun appears lower in the sky, and you will see longer 
shadows. In the middle of the day, the Sun appears higher in the sky, and 
the shadows get shorter.  Some shadows will even disappear!  In the 
evening, the Sun appears lower in the sky, and the shadows get longer 
again.

On a sunny day, find a sunny spot in the morning.  A patio or driveway is 
ideal.  Draw a cross, in the middle, or put something there to mark the 
spot.  This will be where you stand.  Every hour stand on the spot and 
look at how your shadow has changed.  You can get someone to draw 
around your shadow, if you have chalk, to show this even more clearly.  
This is how a sundial works. Sundials are a type of clock that use 
shadows to show the time.

Challenge!
Can you measure how long each shadow is?  

You could see how many of your feet fit from 
one end of the shadow to the other.  



Shadow Art

Have a go at making shadow pictures, like the ones in the photos below.  Find a sunny spot and set 
up some objects.  Look at where the objects make a shadow and put a piece of paper there, so that 
the shadow falls on the paper.  Draw around the shadow and then colour in the space.  Explore the 
shadows that you can make when you balance your objects on boxes or blocks. 
Here is a video about how to do this: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FyyJDXq-7uU

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FyyJDXq-7uU


Music

Our sea themed songs to enjoy this week are:

Under the Sea 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tL2zlFNfbFs

Clap Snap Lobster 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N_jDmVykIxI&t=38s

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tL2zlFNfbFs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=N_jDmVykIxI&t=38s


Physical Development

Joe Wicks P.E. lessons:
https://www.thebodycoach.com/blog/pe-with-joe-1254.html

Our dance routine to learn this week is:

Big Blue Whale

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Parej8Fi0es

Our Cosmic Yoga Story for this week is:

Nibs the Octopus
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hUBRoLRioiY&list=PL8snGkhBF7njTT4a7uqDiUB1qPBI4ZOBL&index=36

https://www.thebodycoach.com/blog/pe-with-joe-1254.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Parej8Fi0es
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hUBRoLRioiY&list=PL8snGkhBF7njTT4a7uqDiUB1qPBI4ZOBL&index=36

